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Abstract
Generating realistic animated virtual humans is a problem that has been extensively studied with many applications in different types of virtual environments. However, the creation process of such realistic animations is challenging, especially because of the number and variety of influencing factors, that should then be identified and evaluated. In this paper, we attempt to provide a clearer understanding of how the multiple factors that have been studied in the literature impact the level of realism of animated virtual humans, by providing a survey of studies assessing their realism. This includes a review of features that have been manipulated to increase the realism of virtual humans, as well as evaluation approaches that have been developed. As the challenges of evaluating animated virtual humans in a way that agrees with human perception are still active research problems, this survey further identifies important open problems and directions for future research.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation
(see https://www.acm.org/publications/class-2012)

1. Introduction
Virtual Humans (VHs) are digital representations of humans and present an ever-growing domains in computer graphics and computer vision. Due to recent advancements in immersive technologies [SP18], it is expected the trend to continue. VHs can be used in different domains - users can be presented as avatars in virtual reality (VR) while communicating with other avatars in virtual spaces such as metaverse [WSZ*22], are involved in various applications [CGMB20] such as ecommerce [BJS*22], virtual gaming [AAB*13], visual effects industries and movies [TRL*17], vir-
The community’s interest in this research topic has increased recently. Source: https://app.dimension.ai, exported October 30, 2023.

Realism of the VH can help with communicating subtle emotions [ZMM19], while accurate movement can positively affect collaboration [HOB20] and learning [SAS*22].

While being a sought-after feature, realism of VHs is a challenging goal to achieve. First of all, when we speak about realism, we can refer to different aspects of the VHs: their appearance, their movement or behaviour. Each of these aspects presents a particular challenge and combined together can result in further difficulties. For instance, the so-called Uncanny Valley Theory [Mor70] addresses the problem of a drop in viewers’ affinity when the VH’s appearance becomes close to human but not quite reaches it. The negative perception or eeriness of these VHs increases even more when they are moving. Further research in this area found other aspects of the Uncanny Valley, such as that the affinity is dependent on the ‘appeal’ of the render style [MBB12] and that mismatch of elements, such as material and shape [ZAJ*15] or behaviour not matching appearance [ZKM18] contribute most to the negative response towards these VHs. Specifically in immersive environments, the most important element was found to be realistic behaviour of the VH [BBBL01], while the appearance was not considered crucial. The underlying theory of the Uncanny Valley itself has been under debate, due to methodological issues [KFMHT15, CSJJ11, HM10].

Researchers have investigated a wide range of aspects related to the realism of VHs, which is visible from the increasing number of publications on this topic. Compared to year 2010, the number of publications containing a reference to realistic animated virtual humans has almost tripled (see Figure 2) and several surveys over the years attempted to organise this knowledge by focusing on particular aspects of VHs [MTT05, VGS*06, MHLCl*22, RWWV19, RPA*15]. Our present work is part of this effort, and in our survey we specifically focus on the realism of animated VHs. In particular, our goal is to highlight, in the form of a taxonomy, the factors that have been studied in the literature to increase the level of realism in VH animation, and to summarise the various methodological approaches for evaluating the different aspects of such realism. Figure 1 visualizes the goals of this survey. We do not put particular focus on the realism of characteristics of appearance realism, such as render style, material and texture realism, as this would present a separate survey due to the extensiveness of the topic. We do take the aspects of appearance in consideration but we do not revise them thoroughly in this survey. We refer the reader to [ZZM19], which summarises the construction and evaluation of the realism of these aspects in more detail. It is also worth discussing surveys on related topics, and to clarify how this survey complements the previous literature. We can first refer to the three seminal surveys of Magenat-Thalman et al. [MTT05], Vinayagamoorthy et al. [VGS*06] and van Welbergen et al. [VWWVB*10]. Magenat-Thalman et al. [MTT05] discussed the advances as well as the issues and challenges of creating realistic VHs, including three main features which are their appearance (encompassing facial and body shapes, hair, clothes, and textures), their motion and their high-level behaviour. In addition, Vinayagamoorthy et al. [VGS*06] also proposed an extensive review focusing on the design of expressive characters, that are able to provide non-verbal communication cues to a user. They defined the main components of non-verbal communication elements and referred to the corresponding existing models. van Welbergen et al. [VWWVBE*10] presented how VHs are modelled (skeletal modeling, physical modeling and biomechanical modeling), the techniques used to animate these VHs (motion editing and physical simulation) and how to control their motion so that VHs are perceived to be natural. This survey was focused on the generation of VH animation without giving the definition of what a realistic VH animation is, and did not detail how the level of its realism is evaluated. Also, They did not include VHs interaction or its evaluation. Similarly, Ursu et al. [UP12] presented a survey on VH assessment without exhaustively focusing on evaluating its realism. Since, several surveys proposed complementary state-of-the-art reports for VH models, such as physics-based [GPEO11], muscle-based [CRPPD17], deep-learning-based [MHLCl*22], reinforcement-learning-based [KAK*22] approaches for VH animation, or surveys on 3D morphable face models [EST*20], style in 3D human body motion [RWV19], or on eye-gaze modeling and animation [RPA*15]. While these surveys did not necessarily deal directly with the details of realism and its evaluation, they provided additional insights about the creation of realistic human motions. In particular, it can be noted that Ruhl et al. [RPA*15] discussed the perceptual evaluation of plausibility, effectiveness and the ability to achieve communicative goals. The question of the evaluation of realism was however not at the core of the discussions of these surveys, and to our knowledge this question has never been explicitly addressed in surveys about VHs.

On the topic of motion of VHs, we report studies which have used different approaches to create realistic animations. VHs can be animated using motion capture, where an actor’s motion is recorded using sensors or reflective markers, which are placed on the main joints of the body and their position in physical space can be trans-
lated into virtual space using infrared cameras (Vicon, Optitrack system) or by using inertial trackers, where the position of the body parts is calculated based on accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers (Xsens). This data is fitted onto a virtual skeleton and retargeted onto the final VH. This process can result in inaccuracies, which can occur at the motion capture phase (occlusions, loss of tracking) or retargeting phase (the skeletons do not match in size, skinning issues when the mesh is added on the skeleton, etc.), reducing the level of realism. Other types of animation, such as procedural and physics-based animation can be used to simulate hair [WBK*07] and clothes [TF88a, TF88b] or blendshapes animation for face reconstruction [JTDP06] but they highly depend on the ability of an algorithm which simulates the motion to recreate realistic physics. Another way to animate VHs is also by using vision-based motion capture [AC99, Gav99, MG01]. Facial blendshape animation, for example, can be enhanced with video analysis of the facial movements which are translated to a template virtual mesh and retargeted to drive facial blendshapes. Recent advances in computer vision and machine learning approaches have opened up new possibilities to create highly realistic VHs by reconstructing the body shapes and animations using volumetric capture [YZO*21,ZXB*21,ZMF23,ZXB*22]. While the realism of VH animation is constantly improving alongside the evolution of deep learning methods [MHL*22,MRW*23], the created animations are prone to errors and different animations techniques also create specific issues which reduce the level of realism of VHs. Additionally, since the choice of the technique is related to the application type, there is no consensus nor unified way of evaluating the level of realism. This makes our present survey relevant and timely, since we create a taxonomy of animation features which impact the VH realism and report the various evaluation approaches performed on VHs which have been created over the years using the above mentioned animation techniques.

In our survey, we also address the terminology of realism. While there is no formal definition of VH realism, some insights can be found in closely-related fields, in particular in the recent survey of Gonçalves et al. [GCM*22], discussing the effects of realism in immersive virtual experiences at large. More specifically, they first focused on the definitions of the concept of realism available in the literature, and made the distinction between objective and subjective realism. Then, they discussed how the realism of Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs) can impact users’ experiences. The impact was characterized in terms of performance, presence, perceived environment realism, involvement, physiological response, user preference, task satisfaction, virtual agent rating, embodiment, and user behaviour. They also report the factors that can impact individually realism, considering IVEs content and system characteristics, with a short focus on VHs including factors related to difference in body realism, textures or anthropometric fidelity. Interestingly, the authors highlighted the lack of taxonomy to define the factors related to realism and the resulting users’ experience in IVEs. Discussions around the concept of perceived realism can also be found in the context of VH applications for human cognition. For instance, authors in neuroimaging research [dBdG15] reviewed whether the perception of VHs differs from the perception of humans, and the potential effect influence of using VHs as stimulus material in social and affective neuroimaging studies. In particular, the authors considered the effect of VH appearance and motion, as well as of expressions of emotions and social interactions. The main variables considered in this review were brain activity measurements, self-reported rating using likert scales, classification speed or uncanny valley stimulus.

To summarise, while the importance of realism is consensually accepted, there is as yet no overview of the way in which realism of VHs is assessed. In this context, our objectives are to review the factors that have been manipulated to increase the realism of VHs as well as on the evaluation approaches that have been developed in the literature. However, given the number of ‘technical’ components that are involved in the creation of such VHs, we chose in this survey to focus on the components related to the animation of the VHs. This choice enables us to provide a comprehensive review within a tractable space, while simultaneously providing insights that complement the other relevant reviews dedicated to VH motion mentioned above [VVWS*10, GPEO11, RPA*15, CRPPD17, RWWV19, MLHC*22, KAK*22].

The main contributions of this survey are therefore:

- A summary of the proposed definitions of animated VH realism depending on the different fields in the literature (presented in Section 2).
- A taxonomy of the different animation features that impact VH realism, considering namely its kinematics, physics, 3D geometrical features as well as potential interactions (presented in Section 3).
- An overview of existing approaches to evaluate the realism of VHs that we divide into 3 categories: objective, subjective and hybrid approaches (presented in Section 4).
- A discussion about future works and challenges related to the design and evaluation of VHs realism (presented in Section 5).

2. Realism of Virtual Humans

2.1. Terminology

VH realism has been studied in different research areas, and while a large number of works use the terms “realism” or “realistic”, various other qualifiers have also been used to describe these concepts. Some authors [RAP08, VHB014] use the term “plausibility” which is defined in the context of immersive environments by Gonçalves et al. [GCM*22] as the events and behaviours that can possibly occur in reality. Others use the term “believability” [Hil00, MT05, KHG*07, APA*14, ZAJ*15], or its synonym “convincingness” [ZAJ*15], to qualify not only the physical appearance of the virtual agent but also its emotions, personality and social interactions [NDP10]. However, some researchers [CCZZ00, RPE05, VVB*10] use “naturalness” as VHs need to be perceived to be natural in their different aspects while others [BLB*02, JL21, ZZC*23] opt for the term “fidelity”, which was defined by several works [ODGK03, MWT*12, SFJ01, MWT*12, ABS*05] as the degree to which a model or simulation accurately emulates an object’s state and behaviour in the real world. More precisely, Alexander et al. [ABS*05] divided the “fidelity” of virtual reality experiences into three subcategories: physical simulation which represents the different aspects of an environment including visual, aural, tactile, olfactory and taste stimuli, functional...
simulation which describes how the operational equipment reacts to the user and psychological fidelity which defines how close the psychological effect of the simulation would be to the same experience in the real-world. Other terms such as “Human-likeness” [CSJ11, dBDg15, HRN′20, SLBA22] and “humanness” [KMH′19] are also used to indicate the similarity between VHs and real human beings. Finally, several studies focusing on human motion perception [Joh73, GL02, GP03, CFC05, BS07, SC12, SCI′12, WCC16] have investigated how sensitive humans are to “biological” motions. In this context, humans are very sensitive to biological motion, being able to identify gender or emotion from a very simplified visual version of the representation, using Point Light Display for example [ADGY04, ANM′11, PKHS05]. The term “biological” was also used to discern that the VH’s motion characteristics were based on a model of real human being, in contrast to an artificial one [CHK07, MPM05].

It is also important to mention that these qualifiers are typically relative to the application context, as the same VH can be considered to be realistic in one application but less realistic in another. For example, in a game or simulation, the major characters are expected to be more realistic than the supporting cast [DHO005, KDC′08], which are less visible to the user.

2.2. Existing Definitions

While there is currently no consensus in the literature on the exact definition of VH realism, several authors attempted to define the minimum requirements for creating realistic VHs. First, Bailenson et al. [BB04] described the VH globally as the “perceptible digital representation” of a human being. Then, Magenat-Thalmann et al. [MTT05] stated that “three levels of modeling should be considered to create these believable VHs: 1) realistic appearance modeling, 2) realistic, smooth and flexible motion modeling, and 3) realistic high-level behaviours modeling.” It is also important to mention that appearance here includes “face and body shapes of real humans, skin textures, nice hairstyle, and realistic clothes”. Hertzmann et al. [HOP09] extended this definition to include the simulation of “motions that have personality and individual characteristics”, which according to them “adds whole new dimensions of complexity”.

Blascovich et al. [BLB′02] separated photographic and behavioural realism, where “photographic realism refers merely to the photographically realistic appearance of virtual humans and objects”, while “behavioural realism refers to the extent to which virtual humans and other objects behave like their counterparts in the physical world”. For them, “behavioural realism is more important than photographic realism in terms of social influence, devising compelling, behaviourally realistic, human-like characters”. Vinayagamoorthy et al. [VGS′06] also suggested that a VH’s behaviour influences realism more than its visual aspect, and claimed that expressive VHs are perceived as believable because they “reflect the simulated situation more like the user would expect them to”. They further stated that “virtual characters are plausible within the context of the scenario, (meaning) that the virtual humans must be perceived by the user to be an authentic part of that scenario.”

Realism can also be approached from a physical point of view. For instance, Cruz et al. [CRPDD17] defined realism as “the visual degree of similarity between the actions, motions and responses of virtual characters with those of their real counterparts, at both the dynamic and kinematic level”. Interestingly, Geijtenbeek et al. [GPEO11] pointed out that even though the motion of physics-based VHs may be “physically accurate, they may not exhibit natural properties of real-world motion, such as gait symmetry, passive knee usage or passive arm swing, and may therefore not be perceived as natural.”

Focusing on human faces, Wallraven et al. [WBCB08] proposed to define realism from the viewpoint of human perception, therefore choosing “the human visual system rather than physical accuracy as (...) gold standard.” In their work, the question of realism was addressed by raising several questions, such as “What is needed in order to produce perceptually realistic images?”, “How do we know when to stop?”, “When is realism ‘realistic enough’?” Such a definition therefore links the realism of VHs with the human visual system as the goal of “computer graphics (is to) produce images that humans look at and have to appreciate.” In contrast, Ren et al. [REP′05] approached this problem “based on the assumption that the evaluation of naturalness is not intrinsically a subjective criterion imposed by the human observer but is, instead, an objective measure imposed by the data as a whole.” While focusing on the naturalness of VH motions only, their idea was that “motions that we have seen repeatedly are judged natural, whereas (synthetic) motions that happen very rarely are not.”

2.3. Proposed definition of VH realism

After summarizing the existing definitions for realistic VHs in the literature, we propose a definition that can be used in vision, graphics, cognitive sciences as well as other fields: VH realism is the degree to which the digital representation enables the simulation of the human in its global body motion, body parts motion (actions or expressions), 3D shape and interactions within a virtual environment (surroundings, other VHs or human users). This mimicry can vary depending on the application while being outside the uncanny valley region.

3. Taxonomy of Animation Features Influencing Virtual Human Realism

In this section, we present a detailed taxonomy of the features that authors found to impact the realism of VH animations. As mentioned in Section 1, our survey is interested in exploring features related to the motion of VHs, and not their visual rendered appearance (e.g., skin, textures). We propose to divide these features into four dimensions, illustrated on figure 3: 1) kinematics-based features that include global and local motion features, 2) physics-based features, 3) 3D-geometry-based features in relation to motion, and 4) interaction-based features.

3.1. Kinematics-based Features

Here, we start by discussing approaches that rely on kinematics-based features for VH realism. We subdivide them into features impacting the realism of the VH global motion (Section 3.1.1), and those considering the VH local motions (Section 3.1.2).
3.1.1. Global Features

To generate realistic animations of VH, some researchers manipulated features that impact the quality of their global body motion. Authors have focused on the similarity between successive body poses, which is leveraged to create natural transitions between existing animation clips [AF02, KGP02, LCR*02]. To generate realistic animations, the general idea is that transitions between animation clips should occur at the time of highest similarity. Such similarities are usually measured based on joint relative differences, joint positions [AF02, KGP02, TLKS08] or angles [LCR*02], joint velocities [AF02, KGP02, LCR*02]. However, the duration of the transition also influences its realism, as blend duration impacts the perception of the animation [WB04]. In particular, Wang et al. [WB04] demonstrated that transitions with an optimal blend duration (calculated based on geodesic distance or joint velocity differences) are perceptually preferred to generic fixed-duration transitions. Apart from similarity, multiple global features can affect the perceived realism of VH animation. For instance, McDonnell et al. [MNO07] found that the perceived smoothness of walking animations is impacted by factors including cycle rate (i.e., cyclical speed of limbs), linear velocity, motion complexity and group size (i.e. the number of characters in the background). More specifically, they observed that lower intensity movements require fewer pose updates, that characters moving faster across the screen need more frequent updates, and more energetic bodily movements necessitate more poses to look smooth. Furthermore, Turnwald et al. [TWE15] focused on evaluating the perceived similarity in global trajectory while comparing walking motions with real human ones and found that huge path deviation with high curvature, stopping motion, and changing accelerations result into higher differences.

3.1.2. Local Features

Kinematics related features to realistic animation were also addressed considering the local features of the VH animation, i.e., the motion of specific body part.

We can first refer to studies interested in the features influencing the realism of facial expressions. Wallraven et al. [WBCB08] found that "rigid head motion" and "natural internal motion" (i.e., mix of motion capture’s natural timing with highly detailed 3D scans of neutral and peak expressions) were crucial to ensure realistic animations, evaluated by the recognition, intensity, sincerity and typicality of the expressions. Both "rigid head motion" and "natural internal motion" showed similar effects on recognition, but not for judging intensity, sincerity, and typicality where "natural internal motion" provided more information. The authors also found that motion blurring impact the intensity of the expressions while eyes and teeth addition significantly increased recognition, intensity and sincerity. In a similar vein, Hodgins et al. [HJO*10] studied the saliency of different anomalies in animated VHs, including both facial and body anomalies, and highlighted the importance of considering multiple dimensions in modeling the Uncanny Valley. They showed that facial anomalies were the most salient, compared to body animation anomalies, especially when they resembled medical conditions. The presence or absence of facial animation in the vignettes affected how the user respond to questions about emotional impact. Also, eye-tracking data revealed that participants focused on VH faces for a significant period of time. This supports the notion that faces attract the most attention and play a crucial role in the perception of animated characters. More recently, Tessier et al. [TGRJ19] were interested in the facial expression of pain, especially considering the effect of the order of 3 actions units characterizing such an animation, namely B) Brow lowering, N) Nose wrinkling + Upper lip raising and O) Orbit tightening + Eyelid closure. Results showed that the triggering order of such actions units impacts differently the perceived realism, perceived pain intensity or perceived unpleasantness, showing that not only the identification of motion features but also their temporal sequence is fundamental to design realistic animations.

Other works were interested in the local features related to trunk and limbs motion. Treal et al. [TJM20, TJJ*21] were interested in the effect of adding natural idle trunk motion mimicking human postural oscillations (due to dynamic balance and breathing movements) on the perception of a VH pain. They showed that combining trunk motion and pain facial expressions in comparison to facial expression only, allows to increase not only the perceived level of pain intensity as well as the perceived believability of the VH animation [TJM20], but also the level of empathy of a human observer towards the VH [TJJ*21]. In the specific case of walking motions, Niay et al. [NOZ*20] investigated an invariant characteristic of gait at the lower limb level which can be a good candidate to introduce variety in walking animations while preserving realism. Authors proposed a perceptual experiment based on the Walk Ratio variable (i.e., the step length to step frequency ratio), which was proved to distinguish each individual and to be the same across different walking speeds. Authors asked participants to identify the combination of step length and step frequency that they perceived as the most natural. Results showed that participants were able to
perceive and identify the actual natural Walk Ratio of virtual characters, which motion were derived from motion capture data of real walkers. In addition, they were also sensitive to gender in motion, since the walk ratio perceived as the most natural differed between male and female virtual humans. Authors conclude therefore on the potential of such a variable to generate realistic walking animation. Such ‘rhythmic’ local features are however not necessarily restricted to walking motions, and can be leveraged for other types of motions as well. For instance, Su [Su16] demonstrated that viewers can perceive the rhythm of dance movements (namely Charleston and Balboa) and extract different metrical periodicities both from local features (limb or trunk tempo) or from the global tempo of the dance motion, similar to how one would perceive rhythm in music. Overall, this suggest that the realism of rhythmic movements might be achieved by replicating the kinematic patterns that humans naturally exhibit when moving.

Other authors focused on hand motion features. For example, Jörg et al. [JHO10] studied the perceived realism of finger motions by assessing user’s perceptions of errors in synchronization between finger and body motions, as well as using different finger animation methods. Their results indicate that whether changes in finger motion are noticeable or not depends on the type of action performed, but that overall viewers are highly sensitive to synchronization errors. Especially, such errors can impact the interpretation of a scene even if the perceived quality of the animation is not affected. Their results also suggest that finger animations created using motion capture are usually preferred to other approaches (i.e., keyframed, random, or no animation), even though several following works demonstrated that animation perceived as very similar to full motion capture can be obtained by capturing only a subset of the finger joints [HRMO12, WJZ13]. More recently, Hirose et al. [HNH20] proposed to identify which characteristics of movement is relevant to define kinematic human likeness. They focused specifically on jerk, which is the third time derivative of position and were interested in evaluating the effect of kinematic jerk on the affinity of users for a moving artificial agent, which was represented by a robotic hand. From motion captures of a real user performing a simple 1D grasping motion, they created stimuli by minimizing jerk or adding noise to the original signal. Participants were presented those stimuli both using a laptop or a HMD. On overall, authors found a negative correlation between movement preference and jerk levels. On the laptop, participants preferred first the original motion which integrates very small jerky kinematics, second the minimum jerk stimulus, followed by the jerkier stimuli. In VR, participants preferred a motion slightly jerkier than the original one, second the original motion, followed by stimuli with increasing jerk values. Authors discussed the specificity of the robotic hand representation, that might have affected the preference of kinematics smoothness. However, this study opens perspective on the use of human motion invariant to generate realistic VH animations.

Finally, some authors have investigated how body movement and gestures are perceptually linked in order to identify the important features that should be preserved for creating synthetic realistic animations, where body motion and gestures can come from different motion capture. Luo et al. [LN12] have shown that merging whole body motion with gestures coming from a different motion source generates less perceptually realistic motions, and that viewers’ sensitivity to motion realism is related to the variance of motion energy.

### 3.2. Physics-based Features

In this section, we detail animation features that are based on physics to enhance the realism of VHs. As physics-based simulation is a whole field of research on its own, we suggest the reader to refer to specific surveys for more details about the approaches [VWVBE10, GPEO11, CRPPD17].

Physics-based animation of VHs was traditionally performed using torque-based methods. In such approaches, specific motion controllers are typically designed to handle the animation of VHs by producing joint torques, that indirectly control the pose of a physics-based character [GPEO11]. However, such approaches originally produced overly-stiff (almost robotic like) animations, which therefore led to the progressive integration of human-like mechanisms. For instance, Wang et al. [WFH09] proposed to optimize the parameters of a physics-based controller to generate natural walking patterns animation. The realism of the simulation was subjectively evaluated by comparing the resulting walking patterns with motion capture data. Despite some differences, authors highlighted the importance of the relative magnitude of lower-body joint torque, of minimizing angular momentum as well as stabilizing the head.

To improve the overall realism of physics-based animations, muscle-based approaches then started to include muscles to more finely control joint actuation, in a more similar way to how humans work [CRPPD17]. Realism of muscle-based approaches depend of several parameters, at the core of which usually lies a parametric muscle representation (such as the commonly used Hill muscle model [Hil38]), its activation dynamics (i.e., a non linear relationship between neural excitation and muscle activation), or muscle activation profiles. To benefit from these biological elements, Wang et al. [WHDK12] proposed to augment traditional torque-based approaches by including Hill-type musculotendon units in the physical humanoid model, in order to produce more natural walking and running controllers. More specifically, they used these musculotendon units to have torques for the most important degrees of freedom of their human model (i.e., sagittal plane hip, knee, and ankle degrees-of-freedom), while simultaneously defining biologically-motivated control functions, where authors minimized an effort term based on the rate of energy expenditure. Authors evaluated the realism of their simulation by comparing the resulting kinematics of the simulated motion with real data in the sagittal plane for lower limbs joint angle for running and walking at different speeds. Furthermore, Geijtenbeek et al. [GVDB-VBE10] evaluated the realism of such musculoskeletal models and found that motion dynamics (i.e., walking or jumping) and speed should be synchronised in order to have natural muscular VH motions. In the specific case of muscle-based approaches, Geijtenbeek et al. [GVDPVDS13] drive the motion of the entire body, while optimizing for the best muscle routing geometry.

In their work, Jiang et al. [JVDGL19] argued that "models based on muscle-actuation are able to impose physiologically realistic constraints and energetic cost on the (...) torque trajectories,
leading to (…) human-like movements that reflect the mechanics of human anatomy”. However, as such realism “comes at the expense of complex modeling efforts and costly computation of simulation”, they proposed an approach to transform an optimal control problem formulated in the muscle-actuation space to an equivalent problem in the joint-actuation space. More specifically, their method transforms constant bounds on muscle activations to nonlinear, state-dependent torque limits in the joint-actuation space, based on a transformation of the metabolic energy function into a nonlinear function of joint torques. This transformation enables the consideration of energetic costs in the animation process, making the generated motions more biologically plausible by the use of more natural and realistic torque patterns in the resulting animations.

Finally, other works on the physical realism of VH motions focused on evaluating the features that impact their perceived realism. In particular, Reitsmann et al. [RP03] studied the features impacting the realism of ballistic motions. More specifically, they evaluated user sensitivity to physical errors in VH animations, by introducing errors in the velocity and in the gravitational force of VH jumping motions. They found that viewers detect the errors in horizontal velocity easier than the ones added in vertical velocity and that added accelerations were easier to notice than added decelerations. Also, participants were more sensitive to errors in effective gravity, with a lower gravity being easier to detect than a higher gravity. In a following work [RAP08], they demonstrated that such user sensitivities vary depending on whether ballistic motions are displayed on a realistic human character or an abstract ball. More precisely, viewers were more sensitive to gravity errors displayed on the human character, compared to gravity errors displayed on the ball shape, even though the authors claim that other factors may partially account for such difference, e.g., distance of character, or user interpretation size of the abstract object size.

### 3.3. 3D-geometry-based Features

In this section, we discuss the 3D-geometry-based features influencing the realism of the VH animation. We remind the reader that we do not however discuss features impacting the realism of the rendering style of the VHs.

Early works exploring 3D-geometry-based features showed that the geometric model used for displaying VH animations impacts the perception of the animation [HOT98]. They found that viewers were better able to observe changes in the motion of VHs when using a polygonal model, even though visually limited by the resources of the time, than they were with a simpler stick figure model. Similarly, Mcdonnell et al. [MJM’09] found that motion information alone is enough to recognize the VH emotion however adding shape information increases its intensity and the recognition accuracy. On the contrary, Chaminade et al. [CHK07] showed that motion is considered to be more biological (coming from a real person) when displayed in more impoverished formats. Using VHs with various degrees of anthropomorphism (from Point Light Displays, through abstract to realistic character), they asked participants to categorize whether the motion was biological or artificial, and showed that participant’s response bias towards ‘biological’ decreased with characters’ anthropomorphism. However, with the recent leap in the quality of reconstructed 3D VH, it is important to understand how these new levels of visual realism can impact the perception of VHs. For instance, recent results with more visually realistic VHs suggest that visual realism affects empathic responses to VHs [HZCM23]. Subramanyams et al. [SLVC20] investigated also in the geometrical features impacting the realism of 3D point-cloud VHs. They found that perception pattern distortion on the body and clothes, visual artifacts (i.e., blurriness) and level of detail and resolution of facial features can influence the user perception of the animation. For facial animations, Wallraven et al. [WBC08] studied the correlation between geometrical features and perceived facial expressions realism. They found that degrading face geometry (shape and texture blurring) degrades a number of recognizable characteristics, including recognition and intensity of emotions, therefore leading to less realistic VH faces. More recently, Mcdonnell et al. [MZCD21] focused in their study on perceptual importance of particular blendshapes for facial animation and found that some were more salient than others. However, they did not mention if manipulating blendshapes would make the facial expression more realistic. In addition, the increase of complexity also influences the capacity of using realistic 3D VHs for interactive social applications (e.g., social virtual reality).

Several authors [KHT16, KMH’19, RSM’23] were interested in studying the consistency between the shape and the motion of VH animation. For instance, Kluver et al. [KHT16] studied the effect of internal consistency, which refers to the coherence or harmony between different traits or features within a stimulus. In the context of their study, it specifically refers to the match or alignment between the anthropometry (body shape and proportions) and kinematics (movement patterns) of a moving body, i.e., the degree to which these two aspects of biological motion are consistent or in agreement with each other. While not evaluating realism, their results show a significant link between internal consistency and attractiveness, and is therefore potential relevant for creating realistic VH motions. This question was further explored by Kenny et al. [KMH’19], who studied how the dense representation of a VH (e.g., geometry of the articulated structure and distribution of skinning weights over that structure) could influence the kinematics of his/her movements. Particularly, they examined the effect of internal inconsistencies introduced by retargeting motion from one person onto the shape of another. They found that inconsistencies between shape and motion led to lower attractiveness ratings for ‘inconsistent’ walkers (i.e., with motion and shape from different actors) compared to ‘consistent’ walkers (i.e., with motion and shape from the same actor). Shape-motion inconsistency affected the perceived weight and thrown distance of objects, suggesting that the visual system assimilates shape and motion information to alter the perception of action outcomes. The effect of inconsistencies however varied depending on the action observed, with viewers’ detection of inconsistencies between shape and motion being typically close to chance level for transitive actions (i.e., actions involving an object) [KMH’19, RSM’23], but above chance level for walking animations [RSM’23]. Overall, these results suggest that detection rate is typically low, despite slight differences between male and female animations.

Another geometrical feature that was studied in the literature is the impact of the sex of the VH on its animation [MJH’09, HRZ’13, TBM’20]. Mcdonnell et al. [MJH’09] evaluated how
motions as well as body shapes could impact the perceived sex of VHs, and showed that both have an effect on sex judgement. More specifically, female walks were consistently rated as female for all body shapes, while the neutral walks were rated according to the sex of the VH. In addition, the appearance of the VH will tend to influence our perception of the character’s sex, especially for motions with little male or female characteristics. This suggests that the body shape also influences the perception of the character’s sex, which highlights the importance of considering both factors when creating realistic virtual characters. Hoyet et al. [HRZ’13] investigated how distinctive the motions of different actors are, when displayed on the same virtual body. The authors found that distinctiveness of motions can be impacted by different gaits and by sex, with female motions tending to be more distinctive than male motion. They also found that asian participants could recognize the motions of caucasian actors as good as or better than their european counterparts, particularly for dancing males, that have been rated more attractive. Thaler et al. [TBM’20] found that, for the specific case of walking motions, sexual dimorphism result in attributing different biological and personality traits to male and female VHs. Specifically, sexual dimorphism in walking was more important for female attractiveness, while increased vertical motion was important for male attractiveness. Interestingly, the opposite was true for perceived confidence. These findings have important implications for applications using animated VHs, as inferences made from the character’s appearance and motion could influence user behaviour.

3.4. Interaction-based Features

In this section, we detail the studies that were interested in the realism of VHs during interaction tasks. We first consider tasks where the VH interacts with the physical non-human environment, including interactions with objects and second, tasks involving non verbal interactions between the VH and other VHs or users.In addition, let us note that our survey only focuses on the realism of VHs and did not include all the studies related to avatar realism during social interactions, which of course are an important and active research area (e.g., [FBH’22, RBB’22, HOB’20, LRG’17, GSV’03]).

As highlighted in the recent paper of Hassan et al. [HGW’23], synthesizing realistic character animation implies to consider interactions between a VH and its surroundings. To this end, these authors have proposed a method which learns scene interactions by imitating reference motion data from an unstructured large motion data set. While not directly evaluating the nature of the parameters that ensure the realism of VH interaction animation, they demonstrated the success of their approach considering carrying, sitting on or lying down on different objects. In particular, they highlighted the success rate of their method, being able to generate such motions even when applying physical perturbation, and interestingly its ability to generate motions with different styles.

Other authors have considered the case of throwing animations by modifying the thrower motion. In study 3, results showed that the manipulation of the angle of release helped to improve the perceived plausibility of shortened underarm throws. In study 4, interestingly, the sensitivity to modification of speed release showed results in contrast with a VH thrower, highlighting the specificity of biological motion. As a continuation of those studies, Yamac and O’Sullivan [YO22] manipulated the point of release of a ball, under different viewing conditions (near/far and side/front). Participants were asked to indicate whether or not the motion was modified. Authors showed that observers were asymmetrically sensitive to modifications of point of release depending on the type of throwing. Early release was mainly detected in overarm throws while late release was more noticeable in underarm throws. Those results taken together showed how subtle is the human eye to human motion editing during interactions with objects, and such animation process should then be carefully conducted to guarantee the preservation of perceived realism.

Another very important feature related to the design of realistic VHs animation is their capacity to interact during social interaction. Here, we are interested in the animation of VHs during social interactions through non-verbal behaviour, that can be described through proximity (including interpersonal distance and touch), gaze behaviour, posture and gestures [HRS08]. In their survey, Pan and Hamilton [PH18] discussed the relevance of VR to study human social interaction and proposed a landscape of virtual interactions depending on the level of graphical realism and the level of interactivity between participant and computer system. They specifically highlighted the future challenges related to the design of fully responsive VH which are able to deal with a large range of situations of interactions. In line with this survey, Kyrli-sias and Michael-Grigoriou [KM’22] proposed to review the factors influencing social interaction with VHs and also discussed the importance of visual and behavioural realism.

Let us first consider the interaction between a user and one single VH. While our survey is primarily focused on the animation of VHs, it is worth to mention that several authors have considered the effect of the visual appearance on social interactions with VHs. For example, Zibrek et al. [ZMM19] manipulated the render style realism of a VH (photorealistic, simple and sketch styles), standing in front of a user and interacting through verbal and non verbal communication including eye-contact in different emotional scenario (sad, happy and unfriendly). Their results showed that the render style realism did not influence the level of comfort with the VH, as well as the level of social presence, highlighting the importance of VH behaviour rather than appearance in the interaction. However, they found that participants emotional response differed between the photorealistic condition and the stylised ones, where participants felt more concerned in the happy scenario and less concerned in the sad one. Mousas et al. [MKR’21] also evaluated the effect of visual appearance in a collision avoidance task, where a user has to
avoid while walking a static obstacle that can be a mannequin, human, cartoon, robot or a zombie. Their results did not show significant differences regarding collision avoidance behaviour between the mannequin, human or cartoon conditions, which can be considered as 3 levels of visual realism of a VH. The main effect was more related to the emotional reaction induced by the obstacle, where zombie obstacle was associated with an aversive reaction and a stronger collision avoidance manoeuvre from the user. In a recent study, Nelson and al. [NKAM22] have manipulated the rendering style of the VH (realistic, toon, creepy, scary, and robot) considering the same collision avoidance scenario. Results showed similar collision avoidance behaviours between realistic and toon characters, despite a higher level of empathy towards the realistic character. In line with Mousas et al. [MKR’21], it seems that the emotional reaction induced by the character has a main effect because the avoidance behaviour was stronger for the scary condition.

Regarding behavioural realism of non-verbal interactions, authors took interest in the addition of realistic local body motions to improve the interaction with a user. For example, Aburumman et al. [AGWH22] have studied the effect of VH head nodding motion in a face-to-face interaction using a cartoon-style VH. They designed a study, where users had to perform a virtual maze task while being able to ask help from 2 VHs, animated with eye-blinking, facial expressions, and changing of gaze but with 2 different head nodding behaviour: nodding disabled, or animated with a human-like head nodding motion. Their results showed benefits of natural nodding on the interaction, where users rated more positively the nodding VH, and approached more often this VH to ask for help in the maze, revealing higher values of implicit trust. Jovane et al. [JRZ’23] have investigated a new method for realistic automatic motion editing based on human visual motion features. The method relies on motion-warping units expressing the motion and position of the VH relative to the point of view of the user with which the VH interacts. They evaluated their method with a user study, where a VH aimed at catching the attention of the user through a waving motion. While their method was not subjectively rated as significantly more realistic than a simple method with a straightforward orientation of the whole body of the agent towards the target, they showed a better rate of detection of the waving motions directed towards the user. This opens perspectives towards the design of VH with attention-aware non-verbal communication capabilities. In relation to visual attention with medical applications, Volonte et al. [VRDB18] investigated the interaction with a virtual patient in a conversational task, in front of a computer screen, where the virtual patient 1) CA: was realistically animated with all the communicative features including head and body movements, dynamic eye gaze and mutual gaze with the user, interactive motion with the environment, conversational facial expression or spoken audio response, 2) NCA: was animated without conversational motions and showed only idle motion, interaction with the environment but not with the user, and audio 3) NA: was not animated and only the audio is played. Results showed that visual attention of the user, evaluated through their gaze behaviour, was higher in conditions CA and NCA comparison to condition NA. Contrary to their expectations, the visual attention was the same in conversational and non-conversational situations. Finally, we can mention studies that were interested in the animation of voluntary physical interactions between individuals such as pushing someone. Hoyet et al. [HMO12] were interested in evaluating the effect of mismatches between a physical contact, i.e., a VH pushing another VH, and the subsequent reaction on the perceived realism of such a causality interaction. Their results showed the importance of matching the source force strength and orientation and the reaction, as well as its timing especially for strong push, in order to ensure the plausibility of the interaction.

Other authors have also considered more complex situations when several VHs, namely a crowd, interact together. Cabrero-Daniel et al. have recently designed a quality function metric to characterize trajectories of the crowd [CDMH’21]. Authors defined quality as the level of perceived realism of a trajectory. To this end, they have developed an approach which first relies on crowd simulation and animation experts who allow to identify and evaluate the relevant trajectory features that are related to trajectory quality perception. Second, they designed the quality function which is based on a weighted combination of local, global and interaction variables. Third, they validated their quality metric through a user study, where they showed good correlation between the quality scores and the level of realism rated by participants. Considering the interaction between a crowd of VHs and a user, Kyriakou et al. [KPC17] were interested in identifying the factors that contribute to increase the plausibility of a crowd simulation as well as the level of user’s experience. Their results showed that providing the crowd with the ability to interact with the user through collision avoidance as well as basic social behaviour such as gaze or waving, contributes to a perceived higher level of realism of the simulation and higher level of presence. Interestingly, enabling such interactions also induces behavioural adaptations from the user, showing a more social attitude with respect to the VHs. At the local body motion level, Hoyet et al. [HOKP16] have evaluated the effect of adding local shoulder rotation to the collision avoidance behaviour of VH. They conducted two perceptual studies, involving 1) 2 VHs and 2) a crowd of VHs. Their results showed that adding simple secondary shoulder motion to the VHs collision avoidance behaviour increases the perceived naturalness of the situation while hiding the perceived residual collisions. Local body animation characteristics have also been considered by Molina et al. [MRP21]. Authors showed that adding animation variety on top of the simulated locomotor trajectory not only increase the overall perceived realism of the simulated crowd but also the perceived realism of the locomotion trajectory and the animation. An interesting result was that these conclusions applied only when the agents were rendered as VHs and not bots. Finally, let us note that some other factors can also influence the perceived level of realism of a crowd, such as the context of the scene and its related crowd behaviour as well as the view point of the camera that allows to visualize the crowd [EPO08, EPO11].

In section 3, our objective was to propose a taxonomy of the animation features influencing VH realism. We then reviewed illustrative papers according to 4 dimensions, related to kinematics, physics, 3D geometry and interaction. In the next section, we propose an overview of the methods that have been proposed by authors to evaluate the realism of VH.
4. Evaluation methods

The organisation of this section is inspired by the survey of Gonçalves et al. [GCM∗22]. Authors considered the realism of virtual environments according to two dimensions: 1) objective realism that depends on the similarity of the stimuli (hardware and software) provided by the virtual environment and the ones in real word independently of the user’s perception, and 2) subjective realism, that depends on how the users perceive the environment. To review the approaches that have been developed to evaluate the realism of VH motion, we extend this classification considering 1) the objective approaches, 2) the subjective approaches and 3) the hybrid approaches, which are perception-based computational methods. We detail each category below.

4.1. Objective approaches

In this part, we present some computational methods that were used in order to evaluate the realism of VH animation. Realism is objectively evaluated using quantitative metrics without the user’s opinion in the evaluation loop.

4.1.1. Data driven approaches

The first type of objective approaches can be characterised as a data-driven, where researchers compared one or more features of VH animation with those derived from real recorded human data.

In this category, the main principle is to evaluate similarity between generated VH animation and motion capture information. One solution was to compute the \( L_2 \) distance between either corresponding joints (e.g., [MBR17]) or corresponding vertices of densely sampled meshes (e.g., [MRW∗23]), possibly after aligning the two sequences using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [Vin68]. Later, Coskun et al. [CTC∗18] proposed a novel deep metric that aims to capture the semantic relationships across human motions and achieved significant improvements in measuring similarity compared to traditional approaches based on DTW and \( L_2 \) computations. It is an attention-based recurrent neural network that can cluster similar human motions while taking into account not only high level information but also contextual information. Authors found that combining the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) loss [GBR12] within a triplet [SKP15] learning paradigm allows for a better learning of an embedding space of different motion categories. Incorporating MMD loss guarantees better separation between the distributions of motion samples from different categories and enforces the clustering of the distributions of similar motions in the same location of the embedding space.

Other metrics were also proposed to evaluate the realism based on motion similarity with real data. At the global trajectory level, Brogan et al. [BJ03] proposed 3 quantitative error metrics for measuring the accuracy of steering models: distance error, area error, and speed error that measure the mean distance, area and speed between the real path and the predicted path. At the local-body motion level, Khan et al. [KHS17] introduced a motion quality metric for quantitatively evaluating the realism of synthesized full body motions. It is composed of the Inter-joint-variation and the motion energy. Inter-joint-variation relates to the correctness of skeletal motion by evaluating if a generated motion has the same inter-joint relationships as captured motion, while motion energy was defined as the average amount of motion in a sequence leveraging the fact that motion sequences with faster dynamics will have more energy than the ones with slower dynamics. Shen et al. [SDK21] presented another local-body motion level approach to evaluate the realism of hand trajectories. They considered geometric micro metrics (e.g., curvature, aspect, vicinity curvilinearity, linearity, and slope) to evaluate the low-level features of the trajectories. These metrics measure different aspects of the trajectory shape and behaviour, providing insights into how closely the generated trajectories resemble real human hand motion. The authors presented also the KL divergence between the micro metrics per trajectory as a metric to assess the similarity between the generated trajectories and real user traces.

Some researchers also focused on the evaluation of the realism of VH animation by considering its interaction behaviour. For instance, Wang et al. [WOO16] proposed “a new semantic-level” crowd evaluation data-driven metric that aims to compare simulated crowds with real-world ones. Instead of focusing on low-level features (e.g., individual trajectories) or global features (e.g., crowd densities), the metric seeks to uncover latent path patterns that exist in both real and simulated data. They introduced a Stochastic Variational Dual Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (SV-DHDP) model to compute the fidelity between the extracted patterns and the ones of real crowd data. To extract these patterns, the authors used unsupervised clustering by non-parametric Bayesian inference.

Not directly aiming at evaluating the realism of the VH animation, but of interest for such an evaluation, other researchers investigated human motion similarities based on Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) [LU71]. They provided an alternative manner for comparing global motion features by considering the four categories proposed by the LMA : Body, Effort, Shape, Space. The Effort component is further divided into four subcategories (namely Space, Weight, Time, Flow), which have been used to quantify VH animation. For instance, Durupinar et al. [Dur21] studied the perception of human motion similarity based on LMA and demonstrated, using a user study, that not all the LMA effort factors are “significantly discernible from the baseline motion, where all the efforts are zero”. They found that “Flow”, which ensures that motions are continuing or constant, was statistically the most significant when comparing two motions. This approach has also been used by Aristidou et al. [ASC∗15] in the context of folk dance in order to compare and evaluate motions, not only by considering posture but also style.

4.1.2. Human motion laws

Another objective way to know if a VH animation is realistic or not is to evaluate whether it respects human motion and interaction laws.

First, at the kinematic level, one can refer to several motion invariants highlighted by studies from human movement sciences or neurosciences such as: the “two-third power law” between velocity and curvature [VT82, VKD80] which expresses the strong covariation between movement and geometry of the trajectory, the “minimum jerk” [VF95, PHA07], associated with maximum smoothness of generated trajectories or the “Fitts’ law” [F54], often associated with the concept of speed-accuracy trade-off motion.
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which relates time and movement amplitude, as a function of accuracy requested by the task. Authors then proposed to evaluate whether the resulting global motion and animations conform with such human motion laws. For instance, Gibet et al. [GLM01] used “Fitt’s law” and “two-third power law” to evaluate their simulated hand-arm movements communication gestures, with applications for sign language gestures. Bogaers et al. [BYV20] used smoothness metrics for evaluating expressive music gestures of a VH playing piano. To quantify motion smoothness, Balasubramanian et al. [BMCB11] proposed the “spectral arc-length” metric. It relies on the frequency components of the movement’s speed profile (i.e., changes of speed over time), represented using the Fourier magnitude spectrum. Closely related to this motion invariant but sharing the data-driven comparison, let us also mention the study of Delbosc et al. [DOS23] which aimed at generating synchronized and believable facial non-verbal animations for conversational VH. Authors proposed to evaluate their resulting animation in comparison to ground-truth data both using a distance metrics based on DTW but also comparing jerk results as a good indicator of motion naturalness. Finally, at the kinematics level, we can mention the study of Shen et al. [SDK21] focusing on hand movements. In order to have accurate human-like hand trajectories, authors proposed to define a minimum trajectory error to be tolerated, allowing the generated trace to be recognized as human one. The smallest tolerance length was measured using a simulated gesture keyboard recognizer.

The evaluation of VH animation realism based on motion laws has also been investigated from a physical point of view. Geijtenbeek et al. [GVDVB10] presented an evaluation approach for VH physical realism using musculoskeletal model simulations. It was composed by 2 metrics: The first metric “dynamics error measure” was used to measure if the VH animation respects the Newton-Euler laws of motion. This involves assessing the consistency between linear and angular momentum changes and external forces (e.g., gravity and contact forces). The second metric “muscle error measure” was defined as “the amount of force a muscle must produce on top of its maximum capacity”. Both evaluation metrics allow for assessing the muscle forces estimated by a musculoskeletal model, providing insights into the adherence to physical laws and the realistic portrayal of muscle forces.

### 4.2. Subjective Approaches

Including human perception in the evaluation of VH realism is a common practice of evaluation studies in computer graphics. Perceptual evaluation is beneficial since certain objective metrics may result in implementation of computationally heavy methods when designing VHs but their absence would not be detrimental to the perceived realism from the point of view of the observer. In addition, some objective measures may not be perceptually sound. For example, increasing the level of changes to the facial structure of facial animation is not linear to the perceived accuracy requested by the task. Authors then proposed to evaluate whether the resulting global motion and animations conform with such human motion laws. For instance, Gibet et al. [GLM01] used “Fitt’s law” and “two-third power law” to evaluate their simulated hand-arm movements communication gestures, with applications for sign language gestures. Bogaers et al. [BYV20] used smoothness metrics for evaluating expressive music gestures of a VH playing piano. To quantify motion smoothness, Balasubramanian et al. [BMCB11] proposed the “spectral arc-length” metric. It relies on the frequency components of the movement’s speed profile (i.e., changes of speed over time), represented using the Fourier magnitude spectrum. Closely related to this motion invariant but sharing the data-driven comparison, let us also mention the study of Delbosc et al. [DOS23] which aimed at generating synchronized and believable facial non-verbal animations for conversational VH. Authors proposed to evaluate their resulting animation in comparison to ground-truth data both using a distance metrics based on DTW but also comparing jerk results as a good indicator of motion naturalness. Finally, at the kinematics level, we can mention the study of Shen et al. [SDK21] focusing on hand movements. In order to have accurate human-like hand trajectories, authors proposed to define a minimum trajectory error to be tolerated, allowing the generated trace to be recognized as human one. The smallest tolerance length was measured using a simulated gesture keyboard recognizer.

The evaluation of VH animation realism based on motion laws has also been investigated from a physical point of view. Geijtenbeek et al. [GVDVB10] presented an evaluation approach for VH physical realism using musculoskeletal model simulations. It was composed by 2 metrics: The first metric “dynamics error measure” was used to measure if the VH animation respects the Newton-Euler laws of motion. This involves assessing the consistency between linear and angular momentum changes and external forces (e.g., gravity and contact forces). The second metric “muscle error measure” was defined as “the amount of force a muscle must produce on top of its maximum capacity”. Both evaluation metrics allow for assessing the muscle forces estimated by a musculoskeletal model, providing insights into the adherence to physical laws and the realistic portrayal of muscle forces.

The simplest way to explicitly evaluate VH realism is to present one stimulus to participants and ask them to rate the perceived realism on a scale. This psychometric tool can be in a form of a Likert scale [Lik32], where the participants rate their level of agreement with an affirmation such as “The VH animation is realistic.”. The minimum value of the scale being a strong disagreement and the maximum value being a strong agreement. There are many variations of this scale, varying in the number of possible answers which can be an even or an odd number, this latter authorizing a central neutral answer. For example, Reitisma et al. [RAP08] used a Likert scale from 0 representing the user being most confident that the stimulus has been modified to 9 representing the user being most confident the stimulus was not modified (the shown animation is the reference version). Hoyet et al. [HOKP16] asked participants to rate the degree of naturalness of an interaction between 2 virtual walkers performing a head-on collision avoidance task, using a scale ranging from 1 (not very natural) to 7 (very natural). A similar scale is a semantic differentiation scale, where the stimuli is evaluated using bipolar adjectives, such as “Artificial”-“Natural” [HM17]. Others user studies presented one stimulus to be evaluated but opted for binary responses for questions such as whether the animation was natural, not modified, unchanged (no error) or changed (error) and modified [VHB014, RP03, EP008, RAP08], “the trajectory of the ball was correct or incorrect with respect to the preparatory motion” [VHB014], the “animation smooth or jerky?” [MNO07], and the pedestrians formation was “real or synthetically generated” [EP008]. Some other researchers evaluated the realism of the VH stimulus implicitly by comparing it to a reference animation. The principle is then to present two stimuli to participants, where one is animated using reference data (e.g., a motion capture) and the other interact with the VHs while being immersed with them in virtual environments.

#### 4.2.1. Self-report studies

Self-report studies can be designed to evaluate the realism of VHs. Those explicit user studies are the ones where the user is directly asked about the aspects of VH’s realism. They are generally based on questionnaires which can be analysed quantitatively or qualitatively. Researchers show the experimental stimuli to the participants on a display, that can be a screen [HOKP16, RAP08] or an immersive setup [ZKM18, SLVC20], and ask them to respond to one or a series of questions. These questions are typically custom made by the researchers to correspond to the experimental task and the research questions, although some attempts to create standardised questionnaires related to various aspects of VH realism have been proposed, such as the Godspeed questionnaire [BKCZ09, HM10] or the social presence questionnaires [BHB03, BBBL01]. User experiments are typically conducted in the laboratory to ensure the same controlled conditions for all participants. In order to collect a larger and more diverse sample of participants, some researchers use crowdsourcing platforms such as the mechanical turk [AVR21] or Prolific [PS18] platforms, however, these are not considered as controlled settings as the participants can be using various devices with different display settings, resolution, and be conducted in distracting environments.
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one is either a modified version or a newly generated animation, and asked the participants about the similarity between the two versions. In some user studies [JADJ22, HTMS04, Dur21, MRW*23], the participants were asked to rate the level of similarity between the stimuli using a Likert scale such as “Choose an option: exactly same, very similar, moderately similar, similar, slightly similar, not similar” [Dur21]. In other user studies [HOT98, JHO10, WB04, RSM*23, HRVDP04, TLKS08], the participants were asked to respond to one or more binary questions such as whether a “pair of two motions were the same or different” [HOT98], “in which clip was the motion of better quality?” [JHO10], “whether the first or second motion of a pair was more natural” [WB04], “which of two presentations of the arm contained a change” [HRVDP04], “judge which two given postures appear similar or not” [TLKS08], and “which animation was the hybrid?” [RSM*23]. Other researchers [PMKO09, CZXL09, VCH*21] showed multiple stimuli and asked the participants to pick the two motions that they felt were most similar to each other, or to choose the animation that looks closest to the reference one.

Other researchers designed user studies to implicitly evaluate the realism of VHs by asking about specific animation features. Wallraven et al. [WBCB08] used a 1 to 7 Likert scale to evaluate the intensity, sincerity and the typicality of facial expressions. To evaluate the impact of shape-motion consistency on visual realism of VH animation, Hoyet et al. [HRZ*13] asked their participants to rate the degree to which the motions were probably made by the same actor. Su et al. [Su16] asked their participants to choose the tempo in the movement that felt natural to synchronize with.

4.2.2. Behavioural user studies

In contrast to self-report studies, where users are aware of what is being measured, behavioural user responses are more indirect and can provide additional information about the perceived realism of VHs. Behaviour of users can be examined systematically with measures such as eye-tracking [HJO*10, RKB*18, VRDB18] and response time [CSJ11]. For example, eye-gaze can spot saliency of different areas on the VH’s body, which could signal an anomaly that causes difficulty in visual processing [CP*13]. It has been used to study the uncanny valley effect but most of these studies focused on limited representations of VHs (static images, only faces without hair, etc.).

Immersive environments, such as VR, give a unique opportunity to study human behaviour, since the user’s whole body can be tracked while interacting with the VH, providing a rich source of data. For example, in the study of Zibrek et al. [ZKM18] the interpersonal distances between the participants and VHs were measured in VR (see Figure 4) to study the effects of render style realism of VHs. The proximity metric was computed, which represents the minimum distance between two people in an interaction. The connection between minimum distance and realism perception is motivated by the idea that the users will exhibit social behaviour when they will be presented with a VH whom they perceive to be “alive”, i.e. they experience copresence [BSH*05]. As a behavioural metric, it can be expressed as Euclidean distance of the current camera (user) position and the position of central mass of the virtual character in the virtual space (see image a, Figure 4). Avoidance behaviour, where the VH is an obstacle in the environment and the user needs to avoid it to reach a goal, can generate a full walking trajectory dataset from the positions of the user through time (see image b, Figure 4). These trajectories can include minimum passing distance and average distance from the clearance area, as well as a calculation of deviation point or the point in the trajectory in front of the VH which marks the onset of user’s deviation from a straight path [BMC21]. The avoidance behaviour was used to study differences between real and virtual obstacles [SOB*15]. In addition to global motion, the avoidance behaviour can also be measured in changes to the local body movement. A study [BGB*20] was evaluating the shoulder rotations when avoiding collision with multiple VHs in a VR environment, where a higher level of immersion with a virtual crowd resulted in changes to the shoulder position to maximise the avoidance distance.

Behavioural methods were often employed in virtual social interaction studies to study behavioural realism of VHs. The idea behind this approach is that realistic behaviour of VHs will result in social influence, prompting the users to respond with natural social behaviour [Blao2, HBSP03]. The creation of realistic interactive autonomous VHs is still a challenging pursuit, however, attempts have been made to examine the behaviour of VHs which will induce favourable impressions in the user. A study by Cararo et al. [CVB16] explored this by observing how likely it was for users to interact with the agent again after being exposed to it and how often they would interact with it. Similar measure of the length and frequency of interaction was used by Volonte et al. [VHL*20] when the user was interacting with members in virtual crowd and when measuring implicit trust in the study of Abuurman et al. [AGWH22]. Behavioural realism was also studied using collaborative immersive environments, where multiple users were embodied in virtual avatars. Here, the importance is on accurate avatar representation (visual, motion mapping) which can aid or hinder users’ communication. While this is a special category of VHs which we do not specifically cover in this survey, the following measures could potentially be used with autonomous VHs as well. Herrera et al. [HOB20] tracked head and hand motions of users as they were communicating with other users in a collaborative task in VR. A higher number of head and hand rotations towards other users in VR was indicative of realistic behaviour and the use of nonverbal cues to aid communication between users, embodied as avatars. Another sign of social influence is nonverbal synchrony, where multiple users exhibit similar behaviours at similar times. It is defined as the correlation between the extent of bodily movements of the two participants, with higher correlation scores indicating higher synchrony [OKKB20]. A higher number of such occurrences through time were indicative of higher perceived and behavioural realism [HMD*23, OKKB20].

4.3. Hybrid approaches

In this part, we present the different evaluation approaches that correlate quantitative metrics with the human perception of VH realism. Since VH realism can be assessed by comparing VH motion to a reference solution, we present first the works that investigated whether similarity metrics correlate with human perception. Then,
we focus on works that were interested specifically in quantifying the perceived realism of VH motion.

Some works such as [PMKO09, HTMS04, TLKS08, CZXL09] investigated the process of defining analytical metrics based on existing methods and optimizing their parameters using the results of a perceptual experiment. Pravzak et al. [PMKO09] found that, for computing the similarity between two motion frames (or poses), the sigmoidal distance function emulates the best the human perception with the manhattan metric being in the second place and the classical squared euclidean metric being the worst. Harada et al. [HTMS04] investigated the optimisation of several quantitative metrics based on human attention to specific body parts more than others. They optimized 3 similarity evaluation metrics (normal distance, minimum mirror-body distance and minimum mirror-region distance) each represented by 4 ways of describing pose (3-dimensional joint angle representation, 3-dimensional position representation, 2-dimensional position representation and 2-dimensional joint angle representation) using both a user study and an exponential simulated annealing algorithm. They found that optimised normal distance with pose described by 3-d position representation best matches human perception of motion similarity. Tang et al. [TLKS08] stated that the proposed “joint relative distance” emulates the human perception of VH motion similarity better than the traditional euclidean distance. It is a weighted average distance to compute joint proximities with weights being optimised using users’ answers to the question “Are they similar”. It is a weighted average distance to compute joint proximities with weights being optimised using users’ answers to the question “Are they similar”. Similarly, Chen et al. [CZXL09] presented the “Relational Geometric Distance”, which is a weighted distance between joints (or bones) that was also optimised using a user study. The responses of the questionnaire were used to label data and therefore training the Adaboost algorithm for the weights optimisation. In contrast, some studies (e.g., [TEW15, Dur21, JADJ22]) did not find any correlation between perceptual similarity and tested objective metrics. Turkwald et al. [TEW15] studied the relationship between quantitative similarity measures and human perception of differences in motions for human trajectories. They compared between different time series analysis methods to compute the similarity between trajectories: the average Euclidean distance, the DWT distance, and the Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) method [DGM97]. They found that comparing the derivatives of the path and velocity profiles after aligning the sequences using DTW method, best reproduces human perception of similarity between walking motions. However, none of the similarity measures evaluated in the study particularly matched human perception. Similarly, other works such as [Dur21] and [JADJ22] found that DTW and mean scores, respectively, do not generalize to the human perception. These various findings enhance that there is no yet unified quantitative metric that mimics human perception of motion similarity.

Other authors [RP03, RPE05, LN12, CDMH21] explicitly studied the correlation between user perception of VH realism and objective metrics to quantify its level. Reitsma et al. [RP03] presented a ballistic error metric for human jumping motions that was optimized using the results of a user study. It is a quantitative metric that detects incorrect gravity capture errors (horizontal errors and vertical errors) during the flight phase of such motions and was constrained by the thresholds identified based on users’ opinions. [RPE05] explored the possibility of developing a measure to quantify the naturalness of human motion using statistical models. The authors investigated the performance of different statistical models such as of gaussians, hidden markov models, and switching linear dynamic systems, on motion capture data. They then assessed the results of these models by conducting a user study that has as objective to know if a motion is natural or unnatural. They even combined statistical models into a hierarchical ensemble model to capture the naturalness of different parts of the body. However, they found that while their approach is successful, human observers perform better in identifying natural VH motion. Another way to evaluate VH realism was to assess its motion-gesture consistency. For instance, Luo et al. [LN12] investigated a metric to predict if the body motion and the gestures are aligned. They found, based on users’ responses, that the mahalanobis distance on en-

Figure 4: Examples of the proximity behavioural measure to evaluate the VH realism in immersive environments: a) minimum distance between the user’s HMD and the central mass of the VH; b) avoidance behaviour of the user when passing the VH and examples of the metrics of proximity: deviation point, passing distance, clearance area, and shoulder rotation.
ergy variance is the best in terms of perceptual realism. Focusing on VHs interaction, Cabrero-Daniel et al. [CDMH+21] presented a data-driven Quality Function (QF) to evaluate the perceived realism of simulated crowd trajectories. The metric is a weighted average of trajectory features (i.e., which are individual, interaction and global features) that were identified by animation and crowd simulation experts. The proposed QF has as objective to penalize deviations between the features of the evaluated trajectory and a golden set of reference values obtained from real data and it was validated by non-expert users’ opinions.

5. Discussion and future challenges

While the importance of realism is generally acknowledged, there was still a lack of a general overview of how the realism of VH animation is assessed. In this context, the main objectives of our survey were to review the factors that have been manipulated to enhance the realism of VHs, as well as the evaluation approaches that have been developed in the literature.

First, it was crucial to provide a clear and precise definition of the concept of realism. We reviewed the definitions that have already been proposed in the literature and highlighted the wide range of terminologies surrounding this term. We then proposed to define the realism of VH animation as “the degree to which the digital representation enables the emulation of the human in its global body motion, body parts motion (actions or expressions), 3D shape, appearance and interactions within a virtual environment (surroundings, other VHs or human users). This mimicry can vary depending on the application while being outside the uncanny valley region.”.

Second, we provided a detailed taxonomy of the features that were considered to design realistic VH animations in different tasks. We proposed to consider dimensions that reflect the complexity of the design of VH animation processes, and identified 4 main categories of features, namely: 1) kinematics-based features which are related to full body (e.g., global trajectory and motion transitions) and local body motions (e.g., face, eyes, limbs, trunk or hands motions.), 2) physics-based features which are linked to the mechanical and muscular properties of human body and the laws of physics, 3) 3D-geometry-based features, which characterize the geometric models as well as the consistency between the shape and the motion and 4) interactions-based features which characterize the relation between the VH animation and its surroundings that can be the physical environment or the other VHs or users. We did not mention that aspect in our survey, but it is important to note here that there is an increasing interest in the VH literature in the animation of accessories and clothes, which are often derived from physics-based or 3D-geometry-based approaches. However, while there are different approaches for generating realistic clothed VHs in motion using physical simulation [TF88a, TF88b] or deep learning methods [RPC+10, SOC19, GBH23, XPB+21], there is little research related to the evaluation of the level of realism of such cloth animations [AOGT15, BX16].

Third, we showed how authors proposed to assess VH realism specifically by considering 3 main approaches that are either 1) objective, 2) subjective or 3) hybrid. In the context of evaluating VH animation realism, where the applications are user-oriented, those hybrid approaches appear to be promising since they combine objective metrics with users’ perception and behaviours. While not having systematically reviewed the overall characteristics of the user studies conducted to evaluate VH animation realism, it is worth to note here that authors always report the age and the gender of their participants but provide less often other socio-demographics characteristics, such as their level of expertise (e.g., in human animation or relevant fields). However, such characteristics could be associated with specific attention mechanisms to the resulting animation that might affect participants’ answers and behaviours [ZKM18]. We also want to point out that the majority of the user studies, usually conducted in laboratories, recruited young and healthy adults, i.e., typically students (e.g., age was between 18 and 26 in the work of Kenny et al. [KMH+19]). One can then question the generalisation of the results to more diverse population, which is seldom considered in our community. We therefore encourage our research community to engage discussions on the relevant user characteristics to be considered to evaluate VH realism, as well as to collaborate in setting up large studies between research groups from different countries to ensure cultural diversity (e.g., [HRZ+13, WVE+22]).

Recent work has opened up avenues for future research in evaluating the realism of VH animation. In particular, we suggest that the next challenge would be to design a generalized multi-factorial metric of realism. Even though such a metric would more than likely be application-dependent, we believe that exploring such a direction of research would be valuable for advancing our understanding of VH animation realism. In addition to the studies already mentioned in this survey, such as the one of Cabrero-Daniel et al. [CDMH+21] where authors proposed a quality metric of pedestrians trajectories in a crowd, we can mention here other recent studies from other fields of research tending in this direction, such as recent objective quality assessment metrics for volumetric videos represented as textured meshes [NDD+23, MNGL23]. We can also refer to the realism metric for generated LiDAR point clouds proposed by Triess et al. [TRPZ22] or the deep learning-based perceptual metric for trees modeling introduced by Po-lasek et al. [PHBC21]. Inspired by these works and the surge and high-performance of deep learning approaches in VH animation modeling, we believe that investigating a unified DL-based metric for VH realism would be particularly interesting, with the goal of automatically quantifying perceptual realism along the dimensions mentioned above (Section 3). In the process of building such realism metric, we also believe that the task has to be considered. Indeed, as described in Section 3, animation features are task-specific (e.g., walking [PMKO09, NOZ+20], dancing [TLKS08, Su16]) . A possible way to consider the specificity of the task is to use the concept of motion complexity [YLYD10, PGB14, SLCK17] which helps describing the nature of the motion. Then, it would be of interest to relate the complexity of motion with the level of realism. In addition, the conditions of viewing (e.g., the camera viewpoint) should also be integrated into the metrics since they can affect the user perception of realism [EP011].

Based on the review of the literature presented in this survey, we also suggest another direction for research which is related to the identification of the features influencing the most the perceived realism of the VH animations. We can draw inspiration from pre-
vious works which have explored which body parts were the most salient when evaluating a motion [HTMS04, TLKS08, PMK009]. Other aspects such as the ones related to the properties of motion revealed by Laban Motion Analysis can also be included since Dupurpin et al. [Dur21] showed that the Flow element is more perceptually discernible than other LMA effort factors when comparing to unmodified motions. We believe that these perceptual features could be promising features for explicitly estimating VH realism, and could be considered for the creation of a level of details function and help to define the weight of the features to be considered when creating a realism metric.

To conclude, we have attempted in this survey to provide a global vision around the question of the realism of animated virtual humans, in particular through a study of existing definitions and of the multiple factors that have been used in the literature to increase or study realism of VHs. We believe that further advances on the remaining challenges around this topic will be achieved through multi-disciplinary collaborative research between Computer Graphics, Biomechanics and Neurosciences researchers, in order to analyse and identify human motion invariants as well as to propose novel evaluation methodologies.
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